
Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd

Introduction

Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd  is an Australian research, development and commercialisation 
company that has designed and successfully tested working prototypes our unique new Renewable 
Solar Energy products called:    

 ‘Solar Shutters’®   ‘Superlight Solar Panels’™ and ‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’™

Australian Standard, Design, Innovation and PCT Patents (International) including Trade Marks have 
been filed and registered.

Based on our Independent Market Research Report by ‘The Market Intelligence Company’, we believe 
that there is huge commercial potential uptake for these products initially in Australia which has a 
suitable climate for renewable solar solutions and is experiencing increasingly high electricity costs 
for both residential and business.

The ‘Solar Shutters’ offer a very effective method of generating Renewable Solar Energy via Vertical 
Window Shutters which can be installed both inside and outside of the window frame, as well as 
Balcony Shutter Enclosures options currently not effectively available in Australia.

The ‘Solar Shutter’ Units are engineered to be extremely durable and weather resistant, 
approximately 20 times stronger than the glass used on solar roof panels, therefore able to withstand 
strong winds and rain, and suitable for outdoor and balcony installation in high rise buildings and 
apartments.

Currently only solar roof panels are available for homes and businesses with suitable roof space, 
however there are millions of residential apartments, business offices, business office complexes, 
high-rise residential and commercial buildings that have no access or very limited roof space to install 
solar roof panels and to share the limited renewable energy capacity.

However these building structures often have significant vertical window space which could be 
effectively utilised to generate a significant amount of renewable solar energy to help reduce or 
greatly offset the high electricity grid costs and carbon footprint.

In a recent Arena (Australian Renewable Energy Agency) News editorial about Solar Energy on 19th 
September 2017 by Neelima Choahan titled:

 “More of us are living in apartments. Where does that leave rooftop solar?”

There are few certainties about life in Australia and these are two of them:

We get plenty of sun and we are increasingly opting for apartment living.

But while we are world leaders at taking advantage of all that sunshine with residential rooftop solar 
initiatives (more than one in five Australian houses have solar panels on the roof, according to the 
Clean Energy Regulator) this boom has largely been limited to detached housing. In other words, we 
have been focusing on the quarter acre block.

This uptake in solar power doesn’t reflect the increased trend towards apartment living, so when it 
comes to installing solar photovoltaic storage systems on strata housing and portents we are seriously 
lagging”

That is why ARENA has contributed $900,000 to the White Gum Valley development project in 
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Fremantle Western Australia to research and develop a governance model of shared renewable 
energy for 45 units.

Kicked off in 2016, the Curtin University-lead project has a total cost of $2.6 million and includes 
storage batteries and a monitoring system as well as the potential to trade energy.

In a recent Sydney Daily Telegraph newspaper article called ‘Project Sydney’ details “Visionary Plans 
will Transform the Harbour” with Garden Island ready to bloom with a proposed 5000 Garden-
inspired Green Apartments and 500 Hotel rooms.

With many more ‘Green Apartment Buildings’ likely to follow this trend, combined with Sydney’s 
limited land space and growing population the only way is up.

Our CSIRO Partnership - Australian Kick-Start Program

Our ‘Solar Shutter’ Prototypes are ready for commercialisation, and to this end we have submitted to 
the CSIRO and been approved for the ‘Kick-Start Program’ which we believe provides an important 
independent validation of our  ‘Solar Shutters’ and ‘Solar Panels’ Prototypes enabling us to provide 
credible accurate performance and compliance data.

‘Superlight Solar Panels’ ™ and  ‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ ™

Please also view in this document details about our recently developed ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ and 
‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ which present several key benefits and new installation options other 
than conventional Solar Roof Panels and are suitable for both lightweight roof structure installation 
such as warehousing and storage structures, carports, farm sheds, etc. and Vertical Solar Wall 
Cladding   for attachment onto any type of building walls.

Please contact me if i you are interested in discussing any of our advantageous renewable Solar 
Energy Solutions for your Council Building windows, walls, balconies, rooftops or carports.

*You can also view our business references from other Australian Government  Departments on our 
website, details below.

Kind Regards

Jack Lyons
Managing Director
Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd
website: www.solar-shutters.com.au
Email: jack@innotech.mobi
Mobile: 0475 556 319
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Solar Shutters

Bringing Solar Power to Business 
Offices, High Rise Buildings and 
Residential Apartments.

Solar Shutters® is the latest 
development in Renewable Solar 
Energy Technology which provides 
a uniquely practical method of 
delivering solar generated electricity 
to residential apartments, apartment 
townhouse complexes, business 
offices and high rise buildings that do 
not have rooftops or limited rooftop 
area to support traditional  
Solar Panels.

Traditional curtains and blinds used in 
residential homes and business offices 
have always been used to keep the 
sunlight out of the room.

Solar Shutters® are fully functional, 
durable and weatherproof window 
shutters or louvres that effectively 
capture the sunlight and convert it 
into Renewable Solar Energy that can 
be used to power home and office 
lights, home appliances, televisions, 
and business equipment such as 
computers and printers, whilst also 
providing the functionality of keeping 
the room cool and shaded.

Solar Shutters® offer a uniquely powerful and practical Renewable Solar Energy solution 
providing off-grid power and reducing grid and peak electricity costs, also eligible as a business 
tax deductible expense.

Solar Shutters® therefore represents the potential to supply millions of Business Offices 
and Residential Apartments with an alternative source of Renewable Solar Energy when 
conventional rooftop solar is not an option.
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Solar Shutters can be configured
with Superbright Solar Panels with

integrated colour LED panels.

Examples of suitable installation options 
for the Solar Shutters
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Superlight Solar Panels

Light Weight, Super-Strong, High Impact Resis-
tant, Fire Resistant: Suitable for Residential and 
Business Vertical Building Wall Cladding.

Lightweight, Super-strong, High Impact Resistant: 
Ideal for Warehouses, Carports, Outdoor Terraces & 

Lightweight Building Structures.
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Bifacial Solar Cells
Our ‘Solar Shutters’ ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ and ‘IT Solar Wall Cladding’ utilise Bifacial solar cells that 
are designed to allow light to enter from both sides. They typically employ a front surface design similar 
to that used in industry standard screen-printed solar cells with the major point of difference being 
the structure of the rear surface contact. Rather than cover the entire back surface with a reflective 
aluminium contact, a ‘finger’ grid is used in its place in order to allow sunlight through the rear.

Typically, the silicon material used for bifacial solar cells must be of superior quality such that photo-
generated electric charges near the rear surface can contribute to power production as they travel 
towards the ‘emitter’ on the front surface. This design also necessitates the use of transparent 
encapsulating materials on both sides of modules.
Historically bifacial solar cells were targeted towards ‘Building Integrated Photovoltaic Applications’ or 
in areas where much of the available solar energy is diffused sunlight which has bounced off the ground 
and surrounding objects i.e. extreme latitudes and snow-prone regions. However, the combination of 
plateauing peak efficiencies from standard screen printed solar cells has pushed bifacial solar modules 
back into the spotlight.

Vertically integrated
In order to better match onsite demand with PV generation profiles throughout the day a vertical 
panel orientation where both the front and rear sides of the panels are exposed to peak morning and 
afternoon direct and diffused sunlight creates a ‘double-peak’ profile that can better match on-site 
electricity use, especially for residential and commercial installations.

This unconventional approach of vertically installed bifacial modules would more than halve the 
number of modules needed for an equivalent installation. This configuration would again produce two 
generation peaks but would also benefit from the additional diffuse light entering the module from the 
indirect side.

Cost comparisons
In comparing the financial merits of single-sided against bifacial modules, the effective levelised cost 
of electricity (LCOE) over the project lifetime should be used as the deciding metric and not just the 
dollars-per-peak-watt cost of respective modules. For grid-connected PV consumers, the ability to more 
closely match PV generation profiles with onsite demand throughout the day – thus maximising the use 
of generated PV electricity rather than feeding it back into Australian grids at reduced rates can boost 
returns on a PV investment, despite a marginally higher upfront cost with bifacial technology.
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Superlight Solar Panels™ & Superlight Solar Wall Cladding™ Product Features

1. Enhanced Solar Light Capture
By way of our Prismatic Polycarbonate Panel front surface area and Bifacial PV solar cells.

2. Super-Strong Polycarbonate
High Impact Resistant, 20 x stronger than the glass used in conventional Solar Roof Panels.

3. Super-Thin Profile
10-15mm Profile thickness.

4. Integrated Micro-Electronics
Our specialised Solar Panel Connector Chanel with Integrated Micro-Electronics System enables optional 
inclusions, namely: Lithium Ion Battery , AC/DC Inverter, Wifi Device, all powered and rechargeable by 
the attached ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ or ‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ Panels.

5. Vertical Wall Installation/Attachment
Provides the ability to be effectively installed onto any vertical wall surface area due to the thin profile 
of the solar panels combined with the ‘Solar Panel Connector Channel’ Installation System specifically 
designed for vertical solar panel installation.

6. Connection and Integration to online usage data
Connectivity to custom software programs and online mobile app for comprehensive usage data
and solar power output.

7. Colour Design Options
The ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ and ‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ Panels have unique colour design 
options, such as Green, Blue, Gold, White. This enables business and corporate offices/buildings the use 
of enhanced custom
colour/brand displays.

 Commercial Applications:
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Color Options

GoldBlue Green White
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Superbright Solar Panels™

Game Changing 
Solar Technology

The ‘Superbright Solar Panels’ enable vertical 
installation of a Multifunctional Renewable Energy 
Solar Panel which not only provides daytime solar 
power  for the high-rise or any building structure 
but also provides self-generating cost free night-
time illumination of the high-rise or any building 
structure.   

Product Summary

Our latest solar technology development is the 
multifunctional renewable energy ‘Superbright 
Solar Panels’ which are an integrated multi-
layered Photovoltaic Solar Panel with specialised 
construction materials, specifically;    a prismatic 
polycarbonate top layer, laminated photovoltaic 
solar cells, a reflective coloured backing layer and a 
corrugated LED Light panel.

The specialised construction materials, component 
configuration, design and electrical wiring model enable the Multi-functional ‘Superbright Solar 
Panels’ to perform 4 very important functions, namely;

1. Generates daytime renewable solar energy from the vertically installed ‘Superbright Solar Panels’ 
as building wall cladding or the vertically installed ‘Solar Shutters’ as window or balcony self-
supporting framed units.

2. Generates renewable self-generating LED lighting for night-time illumination of high-rise or low 
rise building structures. 

3. The daytime solar energy generated from the vertically installed ‘Superbright Solar Panels’ or 
‘Solar Shutters’ is electrically connected to the main electricity grid in the building or home as a 
supplementary renewable electricity supply to significantly reduce the amount of main grid electricity 
required and therefore also the costs.  A percentage [up to 25%] of the daytime renewable energy 
generated in electrically connected to an inverter and lithium-ion storage battery, to continuously 
charge the storage battery.

4. An ‘Electrical Connection System’ from the storage battery is directed and connected to each 
individual ‘Superbright Solar Panel’ or each ‘Solar Shutter Unit’ via the ‘Connector Channel System.’ 
Therefore the stored  renewable solar energy directly powers and illuminates the night-time LED 
Lights contained within the ‘Superbright Solar Panels’ and ‘Solar Shutters.’

Product Features:

1. Light in weight

2. Thin Profile



3. Strong high impact construction materials - Recycled or non recycled Prismatic Acrylic and 
Polycarbonate, provide enhanced weather resistance.

4. Stand Alone Construction Materials -The strength, rigidity and side electrical interconnection of the 
solar panel construction materials allows for them to be flat and vertically attached to any vertical wall 
or horizontal roof surface area. They can therefore be used as actual stand alone construction Roof 
Panels, and vertical Wall Cladding for buildings.

5. Enhanced Solar Energy Capture - by way of our top layer inverted Prismatic Panel (downward facing 
prisms which captures and directs the sunlight) and is directly above the layer of PV Solar Cells and 
therefore provides enhanced internal refraction and reflection of the sunlight directly onto the layer of 
PV Solar Cells below.

6. Electrical wiring exits from the side of the panel - this allows for easy flat/flush vertical wall 
attachment, as opposed to conventional solar roof panels where the electrical wiring connection exits 
at the back of the panel and therefore have to be raised to be interconnected at the back of each solar 
panel.

7. Vertical Wall Attachment and Installation - provides the ability to effectively install the Solar Panels’ 
on any vertical wall surface area due to the very light weight, thin profile and side electrical wiring 
interconnection of the solar panels combined with the ‘Solar Panel Connector Channel’ Installation 
System specifically designed for vertical solar panel installation.

8. The reflective acrylic or polycarbonate backing panel layer can be in different colour options, 
therefore the Solar Panels will have a very unique and distinctive aesthetic design and appearance.

9. The coloured acrylic or polycarbonate layer/sheet/panel reflects the sunlight back up to the 
underside of the Bifacial Solar Cells if they are used, increasing the solar cells power generation and 
corresponding output.

10. The coloured acrylic or polycarbonate layer/sheet/panel reflects the sunlight during the daytime 
and provides a bright coloured visual effect for enhanced aesthetics of the Solar Panel.

11. (A.) An electric connection cable from the PV Solar Cell layer/sheet/panel is electrically connected 
to an external battery to charge the battery by way of Direct Current generated from the PV Solar Cell 
layer/sheet/panel exposure to daytime sunlight.

(B.) The external battery is charged by the PV Solar Cell layer/sheet/panel and stores the generated 
electricity.

(C.) The result is a very bright coloured night display of the individual and combined ‘Superlight Solar 
Panels’ not only providing enhanced visual aesthetics to building walls or roofs but also providing night 
lights generated by renewable solar energy.
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Virtually Installed Superbright Solar Panels
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Virtually Installed Superbright Solar Panels
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Virtually Installed Superbright Solar Panels
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Patents Pending

Solar Panel Connector Channels

Solar Panel Connector 
Channel System

‘Solar Panel Connector Channel System with Integrated Micro-Electronics’

The *Patent Pending ‘Solar Panel Connector Channel System with Integrated Micro-Electronics’ 
was specifically designed as an effective Horizontal and Vertical Solar Panel Installation System that 
provides a number of enhanced Innovative features and functions, details as follows:

1.  Made from highly durable weather resistant and light weight material. 

2. Specifically designed for effective Vertical Wall and Horizontal Roof Installation of the ‘Superlight 
Solar Panels’ and ‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ Panels. 

3. Represents the first Vertical Solar Wall Cladding Panel Installation method and system, therefore 
presents the opportunity for Renewable Solar Energy generation from Residential Apartments 
and Business Office buildings that have minimal roof space for conventional solar roof panels. 

4. Securely attaches and electrically inter-connects any number of ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ and 
‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ Panels together. 

5. Contains the electrical wiring from the inter-connected Solar Panels in a secure Watertight 
Compartment. 

6. Contains the roof or wall attachment bolt/bracket within the Watertight Compartment. 

7. Ability to integrate and electrically connect micro-electronics within the watertight Solar Panel 
Connector Channel System, namely: Lithium Ion Battery, AC/DC Inverter and WiFi Device. 

8. The renewable solar energy generated by the ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ and the ‘Superlight Solar 
Wall Cladding’ Panels would therefore automatically charge and re-charge the electrically 
connected micro-electronics; Lithium Ion Battery, AC/DC Inverter and Wifi Device. 
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9. Therefore the ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ and ‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ Panels connected with 
the ‘Solar Panel Connector Channels’ would not only provide Renewable Solar Energy but would 
additionally provide Wifi connection for Mobile Phones and Computers/Laptops which could be 
extremely beneficial in specific residential and commercial locations and situations. 

10. Beneficial if fitted to the roofs of Public Transport Buses, Caravans and Mobile Homesutilising the 
extremely light, low profile and highly durable weatherproof Polycarbonate ‘Solar Panel Connector 
Channels’ 

11. Beneficial if fitted to Commercial and Farming building structures such as warehouses and storage 
facilities that may not have an office or electricity connection, or may be in remote locations.
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Connector Channel System

Technical Functionality

Designed for the functional purpose of Vertical flat wall attachment of the Superlight and 
Superbright Solar Panels.

The unique design of the Superlight and Superbright Solar Panels features an electrical wiring 
configuration that enables the connected PV cells electrical wiring to exit from the side of the solar 
panel, which is different to conventional solar roof panels where the electrical wiring exits from the 
back surface area of the solar panel, so this enables Vertical Flat Wall Attachment by way of the 
‘Connector Channel System’

The unique design of the ‘Connector Channel System’ also significantly reduces the installation time 
and costs associated with the installation of conventional solar roof panels. No steel railing frames or 
numerous attachment bolts are needed to be installed to secure every individual solar panel as is the 
case with conventional solar roof panels.

Electronic Technology System

1. The Central watertight compartment of the Connector Channel is designed to hold the micro-
electronics, specifically the electrical cable connection points which connect the photovoltaic 
solar cells from every solar panel to one central connection point, and likewise from every solar 
panel connected to the Connector Channel System, so that the cumulative amount of solar 
panels are electrically connected to each other. 

2. The Connector Channel System therefore enables the integration of electronic solar data 
readers or meters at every Solar Panel electronic connection point to get an individual solar 
panel Kilowatt output reading, and this can also be fed through to a cumulative solar data and 
management software program that can be viewed on your mobile phone as an app or laptop and 
provides the total solar power output and usage details. 

3. This Connector Channel Electronics System therefore also enables the delivery of a combined 
cumulative data reading for the total solar power generation of the whole highrise building or 
building complex. 

4. The cumulative building solar power generation can then be individually allocated to each home 
unit or business office for individual unit allocation, usage and payment.



Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd

Intellectual Property

Countries Designated:
United Arab Emirates, Antigua & Barbuda, Albania, Armenia, Angola, African Regional Industrial 
Property Organisation (ARIPO), Austria, Australia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Barbados, 
Bulgaria, Bahrain, Brunei Darussalam, Brazil, Botswana, Belarus, Belize, Canada, Switzerland, Chile, 
People’s Republic of China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czech Republic, Algeria, Eurasia, Ecuador, 
Estonia, Egypt, Europe, Spain, Finland, Dominica, Dominican Republic, United Kingdom, Grenada, 
Georgia, Ghana, Gambia, Guatemala, Honduras, Croatia, Hungary, Indonesia, Israel, India, Iran, 
Iceland, Jordan, Japan, Kenya, Kyrgystan, Cambodia, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea, Kuwait, Kazakhstan, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Saint Lucia, Liechtenstein, 
Sri Lanka, Liberia, Lesotho, Luxembourg, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco, Republic of Moldova, 
Republic of Montenegro, Madagascar, The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Mongolia, 
Mexico, Malawi, Malaysia, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Nicaragua, Norway, New Zealand, African 
Intellectual Property Organisation (OAPI), Oman, Panama, Peru, Papua New Guinea, The Philippines, 
Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Republic of Serbia, Russian Federation, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, 
Seychelles, Sudan, Sweden, Singapore, Slovakia, Sierra Leone, San Marino, Sao Tome and Principe, 
El Salvador, Syrian Arab Republic, Thailand, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Tunisia, Turkey, Trinidad and 
Tobago, United Republic of Tanzania, Ukraine, Uganda, United States of America, Uzbekistan, St 
Vincent and the Grenadines, Vietnam, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe.

Regions Designated:
African Regional Industrial Property Organisation (ARIPO); (designating: Botswana, Ghana, Gambia, 
Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, Sudan, Sierra Leone, Sao Tome and 
Principe, Swaziland; United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe.

Australia
PCT Patents

A Modular Photovoltaic 
Louvred device

Multifunctional Solar Panel
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Patents
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Trademarks
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United States of America
Patents

United States of America
Trademarks
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South Africa
Patents

United States of America
LLC
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Trademarks
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Testing our Solar Shutters and Solar Panels
CSIRO
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PV PERFORMANCE LABOR ATORY 

2 November 2018 

Our Ref: M0056 

To whom it may concern, 

On 11 October 2018 I measured the performance of two prototype photovoltaic (PV) devices brought to 
me by Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd, using our calibrated flash solar simulator (Spire 5600SLP). Standard 
Test Conditions were applied and the measurement procedure  was consistent with the relevant standard 
IEC 60904-1. A less rigorous version of our normal procedure was applied (no temperature or spectral 
corrections), however the output power values (Pmax) presented below are accurate to within an 
estimated uncertainty of ±5%. 

The first device was a plantation-style shutter (86 × 46 cm) with solar PV cells incorporated into the vanes. 
The shutter vanes were closed to create a pseudo-flat surface, which was placed cell-side-down on the 
solar simulator.  

The second device was a flat PV module (102 × 48 cm) of conventional form factor. 

Current-voltage curves and key performance parameters for the two devices are shown in Figures 1 and 2 
below. 

Figure 1 Results for Solar Shutter 

10 Murray Dwyer Cct, Mayfield West NSW 2304 
PO Box 330, Newcastle NSW 2300, Australia 
T  (02) 4960 6000   •   ABN 41 687 119 230 

Pmax: 39.6 W 
Isc: 1.157 A 
Voc: 48.27 V 
FF: 0.71  
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Figure 2 Results for Solar Module 

The results presented above reflect the performance of the two devices brought to PVPL for measurement, 
and should not be assumed to reflect the performance of any other devices. 

Sincerely, 

Dr Christopher Fell
Principal Research Scientist | PV Performance Laboratory
Energy
CSIRO

Pmax: 43.6 W 
Isc: 1.439 A 
Voc: 45.136 V 
FF: 0.67  
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Cities Power 
Partnership 
SUMMIT 2018
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Cities Power 
Partnership 
SUMMIT 2018

250+ Pledges From Our
Member Councils

The results are in! CPP councils  
have submitted over 250 pledge 
items, outlining their commitments
across renewable energy, energy
efficiency, sustainable transport
and collaboration. These wide-
ranging commitments from
local governments will make a

significant difference for the 
councils themselves and the 
communities they represent.

Impact in Our First Year

> 100 member councils from 
around Australia (see Appendix 
A for listing). Our members 
range from capital cities like 
Sydney, Brisbane, Darwin, 
Canberra and Adelaide, to 
large regional towns like 
Bundaberg in Queensland and 
Alice Springs in the Northern 
Territory, to coastal hubs like 
Byron Bay in NSW and small 
rural shires like Strathbogie in 
Victoria.

> 1600+ media items celebrating 
our trailblazing local councils 
and their achievements.

> Hundreds of events, briefings 
and community engagement 
around Australia.

Award Winning Program

2018 NSW Green Globe Finalist,
Climate Change Leadership,
Cities Power Partnership.

2018 Third Sector Awards Winner
- Alix Pearce, Campaign /
Marketing Executive of the Year.
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Registered Office: 
Level 2, The Waverley 
79-85 Oxford Street
Bondi Junction, NSW  2022 Australia 
Phone: 0475 556 319
Email: Jack@innotech.mobi
Website: www.solar-shutters.com.au

6 March 2019

Proposed Demonstration Site

The Council Of The Municipality Of Kiama Council

Scope of Work

Herewith the proposed Demonstration Site project details for our new technology Renewable Solar Energy 
products and applications for the Kiama Leisure Centre. 

Solar Power Generation 

65 KW of Renewable Solar Energy.

Solar Product Installations

1. Solar Shutters - replacing the existing non functional glass shutters in the Kiama Leisure Centre
2. Superlight Solar Panels - suitable for attachment to both the rooftop or corrugated side wall 
 panels of the Kiama Leisure Centre.

Option 1: Roof Attachment via our Connector Channel System - *subject to Independent Structural Engineers 
Report utilising our self-supporting ‘Connector Channel System’

Option 2: Vertical Wall Attachment - suitable for attachment onto the corrugated side wall panels of the Kiama 
Leisure Centre.

Demonstration Site Report 

Demonstration Site Project Report for 12-24 months after the installation, providing comprehensive details of 
solar power output for each product,  data capture, data analysis, and products functionality and performance.

Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd

ABN: 24 161 139653
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Kiama Council Benefits

The Kiama Council would be the first Australian Council to demonstrate our New Technology renewable solar 
energy products and applications, demonstrating the Kiama Councils commitment to advancing innovative 
renewable energy solutions for not only the benefit of the the Kiama Community but also as a leader in 
demonstration projects for all of the other Australian Councils and the Australian Government at large 
including NGO’s that are interested in moving their businesses and building structures to a carbon neutral 
environment and significantly reducing their costs and dependence on grid electricity.

Knowledge Sharing

The Kiama Leisure Centre demonstration site would also serve as a powerful new technology solar energy 
showpiece that would attract positive publicity for the Kiama Municipal Council and the general public.

This working demonstration site would also serve to validate and share our products renewable energy 
detailed performance report information including electrical watt power output generation, live data feed and 
grid electricity costs savings.

We would make the demonstration site details and information freely available on our dedicated 
Demonstration Site website.

AusIndustry Matching Funding

My Expression of Interest with AusIndustry ‘Department of Industry Innovation and Science’ resulted in  
me being assigned a NSW Commercialisation Advisor Malcolm Donnell, we had a meeting on Friday 18th 
January 2019.

I demonstrated my prototype product samples during the meeting and discussed the interest from a number 
of the Government Councils at the CPP Summit in Kiama, including the Kiama Council and the Kiama Leisure 
Centre building structure would a perfect Demonstration Site for of the installation of our new technology 
Solar Products.

Malcolm said that if we did get the go ahead with the Kiama Council with a Project Contract Agreement, then 
there is the possibility that they would put in matching funding for the total costs involved. I would still need to 
go through the comprehensive documentation process with them and it would take approximately four to six 
months to be approved.

Projected Demonstration Site Costs

The projected installation costs for the Kiama Leisure Centre to generate 65KW of renewable  
solar energy output:
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A. 60 x Solar Shutter Units replacing the existing Glass Window Shutters                                                 
@495 per 1.0 Sqm. Unit                                                                                        
1 KW = 6 Units x 170 Watt                                                                                                       
60 Units = 10KW                                                                                         
 =$29,700.00

B. 100 x Superlight Solar Panels                                                                              
@$495 per 1.4 sqm. Panel                                                                                     
1 KW = 5 Panels x 200 Watt                                                                                                   
150 Panels = 30KW                                                                                    
=$74,250.00                                                           
*Includes Connector Channel System

C. 100 x Superlight Solar Wall Cladding                                                                    
@$695 per 2.0 sqm. 
1 KW = 4 Panels x 250 Watt
100 Panels = 25KW
= $69,500.00
*Includes Connector Channel System

Total Watt Output 65KW
Total Cost $173,450.00

Plus Subcontractors

D. Accredited Installation Subcontractor costs = Approx. $30,000 - $50,000
E. Independent Structural Engineer Rooftop Report for the ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ utilising  the ‘Connector 
Channel System’ = Approx. $8,000 - $12,000

Total Project Cost  $235,450.00

Key Market Size and Competitors vs Rooftop Solar

There are currently no competitors offering renewable energy ‘Solar Shutters’ in Australia, and in the world 
market we are only aware of one very fragile solar blind company that can only be installed inside a window 
without any expose to weather or wind. 

Our Solar Shutters are extremely durable and weather proof constructed out of polycarbonate material 
which is twenty times stronger than the high strength glass used in conventional solar roof panels. Our 
‘Solar Shutters’ and ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ will withstand the strongest of Hail storms which have smashed 
conventional solar roof panels recently in NSW.

There are currently no competitors offering a product like ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ and ‘Superlight Solar Wall 
Cladding Panels’ in Australia or the world market. The uniqueness and advantages of our panels is that they can 
be installed on both horizontal roof and vertical wall surface areas. This is only achievable by installation using 
our specialised  self-supporting and interconnecting ‘Connector Channel System’.
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The Australian Renewable Solar Energy Market size and potential

According to the 2016 Australian Population Census:

30.9 % of residential households are renters who are entirely locked out of solar, so therefore have no way of 
reducing their monthly electricity costs.

And of the 30.9% of renters, 12.7% live in Low Rise apartments and 13.1% percent live in High Rise apartments, 
therefore a total of 25.8% of Australians live in Apartments and have no access to renewable solar energy 
provided by conventional solar roof panels.

All apartment owners and renters also have no way of benefiting from renewable solar energy and high rise 
buildings and apartment rooftop space is extremely limited even if that space has rooftop solar it will never 
contribute a significant amount when divided by the number of units or apartments. Likewise business offices 
are also locked out from renewable solar energy.

Therefore the benefits of our solar products is that the Solar Shutters offer new technology window 
installation options, and these units can also be removed and take with renters should they ever need to move.                                            

High-rise building body corporates can also now offer our ‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ option as a method 
of generating additional solar power to the building as a whole which could then be allocated or divided into 
each unit or apartment for the benefit of all the tenants.

Proposed product to be installed: 
Superlight Solar PanelsTM

Solar Shutters® 
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*Copy of Email Dated 22 October 2018

Paul Czulowski
Manager Environment & Health
The Council of The Municipality of Kiama

Dear Paul

Good to meet you at the Kiama CPP Summit.

I would like to confirm that we did visit the Kiama Leisure Centre and our products are   well suited to the 
Leisure Centre building structure.

We can therefore effectively offer you the following new technology renewable solar energy product options 
for the Kiama Leisure Centre Building:

1. ’Superlight Solar Panels’ for the rooftop surface area.

Our Solar Panels are generally half the weight of conventional solar roof panels as we do not use a top layer 
of glass. Our solar panels use a top layer of polycarbonate which is not only much lighter than glass but is also 
twenty times stronger and more durable than glass, therefore hail will not damage the solar panels.

Our Solar Panels are also attached to the roof surface area or vertical wall surface area by way of our 
specialised ‘Solar Panel Connector Channel System’ which is attached flush against the roof or wall  
surface area.

The benefits of this specialised attachment system and method is that it eliminates the use of angled steel 
railings and fittings used to attach conventional roof panels. The other benefit is that the Connector Channel 
acts as an interconnected supporting structure that holds and supports the weight of the solar panels in the 
side attachment channel compartments.

2. ‘Solar Shutters’ to replace the Glass Window Shutters.

Our Solar Shutters can perfectly replace the Glass Window Shutters that are currently located at both side 
lengths at the top of the vertical wall surface area of the building.

The benefits of installing our Solar Shutters is that besides generating renewable solar energy, the shutters are 
also fully functional and can be opened and closed for ventilation or to reduce the mount of sunlight entering 
the building structure.
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3. ‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ for the vertical side walls

Our Solar Wall Cladding can be attached to all of the vertical wall surface areas of the building structure by way 
of our ‘Solar Panel Connector Channel’

The benefits of installing the ‘Superlight Solar Wall Cladding’ to both of the vertical length surface areas is that 
a significant amount of additional renewable solar energy could be generated by utilising these large surface 
area. One side of the buildings surface area would generate maximum solar energy for half of the day, until 
the sun is directly overhead, and then the other side of the buildings vertical surface area would generate 
maximum solar energy for the second half of the day.

Therefore in summary our specialised products and solutions can definitely generate a significant amount of 
renewable solar power and electricity for the Kiama Leisure Centre.



Giles Parkinson February 7, 2019

Australia could be 100% renewables by 2032 at
current rate of wind and solar installs

reneweconomy.com.au/australia-could-be-100-renewables-by-2032-at-current-rate-of-wind-and-solar-installs-

20759/

A new study from the Australian National University school of electrical engineering

says Australia could reach the equivalent of 100 per cent renewables by 2032, if the

current rates of installation of wind and solar continued.

The research, led by Professor Andrew Blakers and Dr Matthew Stock, says the

technology and infrastructure needed to support that amount of wind and solar can

also be put in place within that time frame.

The most important thing the government of the day can do is to get out of the way,

although it will need some considerable facilitation and co-ordination to get everything

built and in place in time.

The ANU study says Australia is installing solar PV and wind 4-5 times faster per capita

than China, Japan, the EU and the US, and is on track to reach 50 per cent renewable

electricity by 2024 – far ahead of Labor’s federal target date of 2030, which the

Coalition government describes as “reckless.”

Blakers says this has important implications for Australia. It would mean that not only

would the electricity sector meet its “share” of the current Paris climate commitment

within a few years, something that is already locked in, but could also meet the

economy-wide target of 26-28 per cent reduction in emissions by 2030.

It’s important to note here that other experts question this assumption on economy

wide emissions and whether this would be enough to deliver Australia’s weak Paris

treaty emissions target,  and they point out that Australia will be under pressure to

increase its target in coming years.

See this Tweet above from Dylan McConnell from the Climate and Energy College, and

a response from ANU climate expert Frank Jotzo below which worries about

complacency, particularly given that energy minister Angus Taylor reacted to the

research by claiming it was proof the government was doing enough.
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Jotzo writes in more detail here about the challenges facing Australia on emissions and

what the government needs to do.

In any case the study’s authors make the point that because of the low cost of

renewables, it could do achieve its emissions reductions at little or no additional cost

to business as usual.

“There is a large PV and wind pipeline which augers well for continued deployment of

PV and wind at rates above 6GW per year,” Blakers and Stock say in their report.

“We anticipate that this will continue for many years, provided that energy policy is not

actively hindering development of renewables.”

That assumption that the government is minded to “get out of the way” and facilitate

this deployment, is a very big “IF”.

The current Coalition government has done the opposite, and analysts warn that the

industry risks “falling off a cliff” with the current government.
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It engineered a capital strike and an investment trough from 2013 to 2016 by

threatening to scrap the renewable energy target, and then finally reducing it. The

current wind and solar boom has come despite the government’s intentions, rather

than because of it.

And it appears keen to repeat the dose.

Energy minister Angus Taylor insists there is already too much wind and solar in the

grid, and his policies – the “big stick” proposal to control prices and force divestment,

and the proposed tender for 24/7 power – are being criticised by virtually everyone for

being rushed, ill-thought-out and likely to delay investment rather than encourage it.

Blakers says that because of the falling cost of solar PV and wind energy, it is now

clearly below the cost of building a new coal or gas plant, and similar to the cost of

some existing coal plants – an assumption that is also shared by the CSIRO and the

Australian Energy Market Operator.

“The net cost of achieving deep cuts in greenhouse gas emissions is approximately

zero,” the researchers say, although they note that large-scale renewable transition

entails tens of billions of dollars to be spent in rural Australia.”

Blakers and Stock say that stabilising the electricity grid when it has 50-100 per cent

renewable energy is straightforward using off-the-shelf technologies already

widely used in Australia, including storage (pumped hydro and batteries), demand

management and stronger interstate transmission (to smooth out the effects of local

weather).

The ANU researchers have previously produced studies that illustrate how that can be

done, and have also prepared detailed reports on the prospect of pumped hydro

across the country.

Numerous projects – including Snowy 2.0, Tasmania’s “battery of the nation”, and any

number of smaller pumped hydro developments in Queensland, NSW, Victoria and

South Australia – are on the drawing boards and having feasibility studies done.

“Most developing countries lie in the low-latitude sunbelt and can readily follow the

Australian renewable energy path rather than go through a fossil fuel era – a bit like

Africa skipping landline phones and transitioning directly to mobiles,” the researchers

say.

“Renewable energy offers real hope for massive avoidance of greenhouse emissions

and preservation of a livable planet.”

The ANU research notes that the current policy boost, the large-scale renewable

energy target, will be met by 2020 (if not earlier), but deployment could still continue at

rapid rates because:

Large-scale Generation Certificates (LGCs) will continue to be issued to accredited new

generating capacity by the CER after 2020 out till 2030. (Although one has to question

what value those LGCs will have).
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Renewable investment opportunities are broadening beyond the wholesale market,

with companies increasingly realising the economic and environmental credential

benefits of renewable energy supply contracts.

For example, Sanjeev Gupta has announced that he will add 1GW behind the meter at

the Whyalla steelworks and Sun Metals in Townsville has already installed 125 MW of

solar generating capacity.

The price of wind and PV will continue to fall rapidly, opening up further market

opportunities, as well as placing downwards pressure on electricity prices.

Increased deployment of electric vehicles in place of internal combustion vehicles and

increased deployment of electric heat pumps in place of gas for water and space

heating is expected to increase electricity demand.

Since nearly all new generation capacity in Australia is PV and wind, a sharp increase in

demand is expected to be met by a large increase in the deployment rate of PV and

wind.

Retiring existing coal power stations will be replaced by PV and wind.

“This paper demonstrates that Australia’s renewable energy industry has the capacity

to deliver deep and rapid emissions reductions,” the authors say.

“Direct government support for PV and wind would

help enhance industry capability but is no longer critical. What is crucial is government

policy certainty that will enable the renewable industry to realise its potential to deliver

deep emissions cuts.

“The most useful support that the government could provide is provision of high

voltage interconnectors between states and to renewable energy zones (containing

large numbers of PV and wind farms).

“This is akin to government provision of toll roads to resolve road traffic bottlenecks

and the NBN to resolve internet traffic bottlenecks.

“Support for storage would also be very useful, for example through Snowy 2.0 or

similar schemes.”

The scenario painted by ANU is based on capacity factors of 40 per cent for wind, just

21 per cent for solar (DC), and 15 per cent for rooftop solar. Blakers notes these are

conservative estimates.

Behind-the-meter installations also play a crucial role, continuing at its current quick

rates and accounting for around one-third of all generation by the early 2030s – again,

this is quite consistent with other studies.

The ANU report says the techniques for balancing and managing a 100 per cent

renewables grid are relatively straightforward, and not as expensive as many suggest.
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“The cost of hourly balancing of the Australian electricity grid is modest: about

$5/MWh for a renewable energy fraction of 50%, rising to $25/MWh for 100%

renewables,” it says.

“Thus, the cost of the required storage and transmission is considerably smaller than

the cost of the corresponding wind and solar farms. Australia’s coal power stations are

old and are becoming less reliable, and transition to a modern renewable energy

system can improve grid stability.”
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Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd

US Market Validation

Case Study

April 30 2018 - The US Department of Energy (DOE)

Solar Energy Technologies Office (SETO)

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Solar Energy Technologies Office (SETO) supports funding 
opportunities on photovoltaics, concentrating solar power, system integration, technology to market, 
and soft costs projects.

“Graphic films could make solar panels more appealing to customers” By Kelly Pickerel / April 30, 2018

Company receives a $1 million grant from the Department of Energy’s (DOE) SunShot Initiative Award.

“A new solution could help secure deals when potential solar customers see modules as eyesores. 
Sistine Solar produces a graphic film called SolarSkin that installers place on high-efficiency solar 
panels to blend the modules with the roof. Red Spanish tile roofs can now go solar without the 
noticeable blue and black rectangles installed on top. The solar installer could instead attach a 
SolarSkin film that mimics the same red tile design and brings a higher level of aesthetics to the project.”

“Salama said solar panels with SolarSkin lose between 1.8 and 3% in efficiency. A 19% efficient module 
may become 16% efficient” Its a small thing to lose considering the aesthetics gains the customer 
receives.”

“The SolarSkin also pushes the solar panel prices up by 5 to 10% Salama said. Customers may be willing 
to pay for aesthetics.”

“We want solar to become mainstream, we want to find a way to make a product more appealing and 
get homeowners emotionally exited about solar, and do it in a way that most people can afford.”
Furthermore our patented self-supporting ‘Connector Channel’ Installation System will demonstrate 
and validate how effective this new technology installation method can overcome installation barriers 
of the conventional methods of angled steel frames for any horizontal roof or vertical wall surface area.
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Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd

Extreme Weatherproofing

A very common question asked is can solar panels withstand hail?

Recently on the 22nd December 2018 Sydney had a severe hail storm, and this question was 
emphatically answered with hundreds of roof mounted solar panels being completely smashed beyond 
repair, and needing to be replaced.

The end resulted was that the home owners who had included their solar panels in their home and 
contents insurance policies had to put in insurance claims with a waiting period of several months 
before needing to get new solar roof panels re-installed, and of course also having to pay the insurance 
claim excess resulting in an increased premium and often with the additional installation costs and 
downtime.

 The unfortunate home owners that did not include their solar panels in their home and contents 
insurance policies lost their total solar panel investment.

Extreme weather conditions are becoming more common in Australia and globally due to global 
climate change, and so it is expected that severe hail storms will become a more frequent weather 
event.

The cheaper brands of Solar Roof Panels are made from plate glass which is easily smashed in light or 
moderate hail storms.

The more expensive brands of Solar Roof Panels are made from safety tempered glass which is 
approximately six times (6x) stronger than regular plate glass.

‘Superlight Solar Panels’ ™ and ‘Solar Shutters’Superlight Solar Panels are made from polycarbonate 
material layers which are approximately twenty times (x20) stronger and more smash resistant than 
the expensive solar panel brands that use safety tempered glass.

Therefore it makes commercial sense to install the ‘Superlight Solar Panles’ on both roof top and Wall 
Cladding applications as well as the ‘Solar Shutters’ on the outside of the windows and to enclose 
external balconies, both providing extreme weatherproof protection.
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Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd

Product Manufacturing

We have established the most efficient and cost effective method of manufacturing our different 
products whilst also being able to ensure our products quality control and trade secrets.

The only components of the ‘Solar Shutters’, ‘Superlight Solar Panels’ and ‘Superlight Solar Wall 
Cladding’ that will be imported are the Photovoltaic Solar Cells, with supplier options from China, USA 
and Japan.

All of the other construction materials and component suppliers are available in Australia, and will be 
custom made, moulded or extruded as to our specifications.

 We will setup a Product Assembly Operation in Australia where all of the different product 
components from different suppliers will be physically put together to create the finished products.

We have developed the most efficient method of component assembly, including our own method and 
process of Photovoltaic Solar Cell lamination onto our polycarbonate construction material.

Thereafter all of the finished products will be individually tested and packaged ready for our storage 
and delivery.

The Product Assembly Operation will require a full time Operations Manager and three or four full 
time semi-skilled workers. Therefore a total of four or five employees will be required.

The ongoing monthly expenses will therefore include workers salaries, factory rent and electricity.
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Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd

Value Proposition
Value is determined by the following:

 1. What is the cost of the customers problem?
Savings on average of around 50% on annual electricity bills.

 2. What are the benefits of solving and alleviating the problem?
Overcoming limited roof space and suitability for conventional solar roof panels, currently not 
available to business offices or residential tenants. New renewable solar installation options and 
products utilising vertical window space, balcony’s and vertical wall cladding.

 3. What does the market value as the solution to the problem?
The cumulative commercial potential and value of these new renewable solar solutions for business 
offices and warehouses, residential apartments and high-rise buildings.

When you add up all of the above facts, you understand the potential value of these new commercial 
solutions. Therefore the products premium pricing of approximately 15% when directly compared to 
conventional solar roof panels is secondary relative to providing renewable solar energy generation 
opportunities that are currently not available to a large percentage of the business and residential 
market.

Therefore the untapped market opportunities and affordably can easily be incorporated into the 
current ‘Solar Finance Packages’ readily available in the market.

Commercial successes have demonstrated that its always about positioning. When there is a strong 
product, a strong brand, solving limited installation options to for renewable solar power generation 
then the value proposition represents high value and in most cases pricing is not a barrier to 
commercial success.
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Company Directors 

Mark Jack Lyons 

Mark Jack Lyons has been an entrepreneur since 1994 (24 years) when he designed and 
developed the automated computer software program and published the first computerised horse 
racing form guide in Australia called the ‘Computa Racing Informer’.

The automated computer software program was a commercial success.


He has thereafter gone on to develop numerous digital publications, specifically and commercially 
successful:


1. The Business Services Directory - Endorsed by Premier Bob Carr

2. The Sydney Taxi Directory - Endorsed by Premier Bob Carr

3. Interactive Hair Design - Sold through TVSN and 500 Newsagent and ‘Borders' Retail outlets 
throughout Australia and New Zealand.

4. Help Emergency Response mobile app - commercialised in South Africa through an information 
technology partner company ‘Octagon Point’ and currently under white label license agreements 
with private security companies.


In the last three years Jack has been directly involved in the concept, design and prototype 
development of the following renewable Solar Products:


1. Solar Shutters

2. Superlight Solar Panels

3. Superlight Solar Wall Cladding

4. Superbright Solar Panels

5. Superbright Power Unit


Jack has also put together all of the Intellectual Property patent material, 3D Drawings and 3D 
Prototype Product Component Prints.


Jack has been Managing Director of all the above Business Ventures, directly involved in the daily 
business management, business development, business strategy and business marketing.


Jack has only outsourced or sub-contracted specialised expertise, skills and employees when 
required.


Business References are attached hereafter. 
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Geoffrey Lyons 

Geoffrey Lyons has an engineering and technical drawing background.


He started a company called ‘Coastal Chemical Corporation’ in South Africa which was a great 
commercial success for over thirty (30) years before emigrating to Australia in 1984.


Coastal Chemical Corporation employed one hundred and twenty two (122) people and 
manufactured over one hundred different products, exporting to numerous countries including 
Australia.


Geoffrey developed a ballistic polymer compound material that can be moulded into any shape, 
and successfully commercialised in South Africa under the name of ‘Matrix Armor Protection’ 
currently manufactured under license in South Africa.

The website can be viewed: www.matrixarmorprotection.net


Geoffrey is highly skilled at the technical drawing and physical building of product prototypes and 
has been directly involved in the building and testing of the 'Solar Shutters’, ‘Superlight Solar 
Panels’  ‘Superlight Wall Cladding’ and ‘Superbright Solar Panels'


Business References are attached hereafter.



Mark Jack Lyons
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Copyright © 2019 Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd. 
Solar Shutters® Superlight Solar Panels™ Superlight Solar Wall Cladding™ and Superbright Solar Panels™   

are trademarks owned by Innovative Technologies Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.
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